threw himself into the business of directing the work of the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope with great energy. He took office at a time when the staff of the Observatory were in an unhappy state. The Chief Assistant, Dr Halm, was a G erm an; and, during the war, some other members of the staff had quite stupidly and unnecessarily called his loyalty into question. Apart from the ill feeling remaining as a consequence of these disturbances, the staff had other causes for discontent; many of the staff lived in official houses on the site, which had been built in Victorian times and were in need of improvement. Spencer Jones introduced electric light and water-borne sanitation, and secured properly made tarred roads which kept down the dust. As the senior members of the staff, who had been sent out from Greenwich, retired, he replaced them with local men, and was able to secure the services of capable and enthusiastic South Africans. When he left after ten years of office, he had the undivided loyalty and admiration of the entire staff.
Spencer Jones completed a number of programmes which had been started by Gill, and then introduced a number of programmes of his own. Gill had decided that the first use to which the Victoria telescope should be put was a determination of the radial velocities of the brighter southern stars. Accord ingly a 4 prism spectrograph was attached to the telescope and many observa tions were made for nearly twenty years. Spencer Jones set about systema tizing and discussing these.
The result was the publication of an important catalogue of radial velocities of southern stars and the calculation of a number of orbits of spectroscopic binaries. He also published a spectroscopic determination of the constant of aberration. Further, in 1925 a nova appeared in the constellation Pictor: a long series of spectra of this nova was secured and described.
However, Spencer Jones's interest in spectroscopic work did not lead him to abandon his interest in positional astronomy, and he removed the spectro scope from the Victoria telescope on Lunt's retirement in 1926 and initiated a programme of photographic determinations of trigonometrical parallax. He took a very active part in the initial observations, measurements and reductions, but he gradually handed over the work to Mr J. W. Jackson. After Spencer Jones's translation to Greenwich in 1933, the parallax work was extended by his successor at the Cape, Dr John Jackson.
Spencer Jones himself observed with the 7 inch heliometer which was Gill's own instrument and which was, by tradition, used by the senior staff of the Cape Observatory. Spencer Jones quickly mastered this instrument and, together with Dr Halm, used it in 1924 to make extensive observations of Mars at its close approach in that year. He used these observations, together with a series of photographic observations made with the astrographic tele scope, to derive a value for the solar parallax.
Spencer Jones was now about to undertake his major scientific work, the determination of an improved value of the solar parallax. This was done with the help of the minor planet Eros. In 1901 this minor planet made a close approach to the Earth, at which the minimum distance was 30000000 miles. Observations made on this occasion were reduced by A. R. Hinks, who found a solar parallax of 8 •807±0 *0027" from photographic measures and 8 *806±0 *004" from micrometer measures. It was realized that a more favourable opposition of the planet Eros would occur in [1930] [1931] , and in 1928 the International Astronomical Union, which met at Leiden, appointed a Solar Parallax Commission to organize observations of this opposition and appointed Spencer Jones as President of this Commission.
A great deal of work went into the determination of the solar parallax at this opposition. The first step was the determination of the positions of a number of reference stars along the apparent path of Eros. It is not generally realized outside the astronomical profession that the positions of most faint stars have not been determined with the greatest possible precision, and that accordingly if an accurate position is wanted for a special purpose, a special measurement must be made. A system of primary reference stars was observed at thirteen observatories and the observations were discussed with great care by Professor Kopff at the Rechen-Institut in Berlin. These reference stars averaged ten to twelve on an astrographic plate, and were insufficient in number for the reduction of plates on longer focus instruments, and for the purpose of determining the positions of secondary reference stars, four series of overlapping plates were obtained at the Bergedorf, Leipzig, Green wich and Cape observatories. These were strengthened by incorporating positions secured with a wide-angle camera at the Lick Observatory. A special catalogue of the positions of 5823 secondary reference stars was prepared and published by Spencer Jones and P. J . Melotte.
Observations of Eros itself were secured at 18 northern observatories and 6 southern observatories; but as, at some of these observatories, more than one telescope was used, the total number of telescopes taking part in the Eros campaign was 30. In all 1392 photographic plates were secured at the 18 northern observatories and 1455 at the 6 southern observatories, the grand total being 2847 photographic plates.
The parallax of Eros itself at any time, and therefore of the solar parallax, could be found independently from observations in either right ascension or declination. In right ascension, the solar parallax could be determined from comparison between observations made at easterly and westerly observa tories with the same instrument; and in declination, it could be determined from comparisons between observations made practically simultaneously at two observatories, one in the northern and one in the southern hemi sphere.
This great mass of material was reduced by Spencer Jones who did not publish the results until 1941. He found for the solar parallax from observations of right ascension 8 • 7875±0 • 0009"  ,, ,, ,, declination 8 *7907^0 *0011" and gave as his final value of the solar parallax 8*7904^0*0010".
He also found the value 81 • 288±0 • 021 for the reciprocal of the mass of the Moon, 296 • 776±0 *054 for the reciprocal of the oblateness of the Earth and 9 *2266d;0*0008" for the constant of nutation. He stated that the last mentioned figure was inconsistent with the adopted value of 9*210" for the constant of nutation and called for a new, accurate direct determina tion. For this monumental work, Spencer Jones was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1943, and a Royal Medal of the Royal Society in the same year.
While this work was being reduced, Dyson retired from the position of Astronomer Royal and Spencer Jones was appointed his successor in 1933, being the tenth person to assume the office since the original appointment of Flamsteed in 1675. During his first years at Greenwich he was of course much concerned with the reduction of the Eros material. In addition he took a great interest in latitude variation and in the determination of time. In Dyson's day the former was determined with the Cookson floating telescope, while time was determined with a small reversible transit instrument and kept on Shortt free-pendulum clocks. Spencer Jones determined to substitute for these instruments of astronomical observation an improved version of the photographic zenith tube developed at Washington, and to substitute quartz oscillators for the free-pendulum clocks. But the war broke out; and the photographic zenith tube was not brought into use until after Spencer Jones's retirement in 1955. He had, however, the satisfaction of supervising the opera tion of the quartz clocks for many years, and of detecting with them variation in the rate of rotation of the Earth. This has important consequences on the apparent motion of bodies in the solar system, which was a topic which Spen cer Jones had already studied at the Cape.
In the last part of his tenure of the office of Astronomer Royal, Spencer Jones took a leading part in two matters which were of very great impor tance to British astronomy; the move of the Royal Observatory from Greenwich to Herstmonceux, and the decision to build the Isaac Newton telescope.
As early as 1938 Spencer Jones had considered the necessity of removing astronomical work from the bad conditions of atmospheric pollution and of interference from city lights that was experienced at Greenwich. During the war, the Time Department was actually moved from Greenwich to the Observatory's magnetic station at Abinger; but even this, as a site for magne tic observations, was too near to electric railways. Spencer Jones pursued the topic of a removal and had the move discussed officially as early as 1944. On account of the impossibility of building accommodation immediately after the war, it was necessary to move, if the move was to be made quickly, to an existing large building. A number of such buildings were examined and the choice fell on Herstmonceux Castle-mainly on account of its super ior observing conditions; specifically, sunshine in hours per diem, and number of foggy days per annum.
Herstmonceux Castle was actually purchased by the Admiralty in 1946. During the war it had been occupied by an insurance firm which built a number of huts outside the Castle for office space. These were available for immediate occupation and were in fact used temporarily by the Nautical Almanac Office, but it was agreed that they should be demolished and a new block of buildings erected to house many of the Observatory activities as well as the N.A.O.
In the meantime the Royal Observatory at Greenwich was in a state of suspended activity. The instruments had been dismantled at the outbreak of the war and in fact the Observatory was in the middle of a much bombed district and was itself damaged. After the war, the instruments were not re erected because of the impending move to Herstmonceux.
Unfortunately the move took many years to accomplish and Spencer Jones retired substantially before the completion of the new building (the West Block) and consequent demolition of the temporary buildings; and before the removal of the telescopes from Greenwich and their re-erection at Herstmonceux.
He had however the satisfaction of knowing that the telescopes were all fully working three years after he had retired (which was on 31 December 1955) and there is no doubt that his action in pressing for and securing the move from Greenwich to Herstmonceux, and the provision of accommoda tion, and workshop facilities, on a much better scale than anything available at Greenwich, conferred a new lease of life on the Royal Observatory. The wisdom of the choice of the site at Herstmonceux has been amply confirmed by the observing conditions actually experienced.
Spencer Jones played an important part in the decision to build the Isaac Newton telescope. He was Chairman of the Committee set up by the Royal Society to consider the post-war needs of British astronomy, which recommen ded the creation of this instrument in 1946; and Spencer Jones himself con ducted negotiations with the Treasury, which resulted in the decision to finance the project. Delays of various kinds occurred, however, and Spencer Jones had to retire without the satisfaction of seeing an actual contract placed for the great telescope.
Spencer Jones took a great interest in clocks. When he took up office as Astronomer Royal, the Observatory tested and regulated the Admiralty watches and chronometers, but sent them to outside contractors for repairs. It became increasingly difficult to arrange for satisfactory work, and eventually Spencer Jones set up a repair shop within the Observatory. This now forms an important part of the services which the Observatory performs for the Admiralty. His interest in horology was recognized by the British Horological Institute, of which he became President. He also became a member of the Clockmakers' Company and was twice Master, in 1949 and 1954.
He In person, Spencer Jones was tall and dignified, with a certain reserve on first acquaintance that gave way as friendship progressed. He was a ready after-dinner speaker. He was an exceptionally accomplished writer, and pos sessed the power of writing a formal address, such as a Presidential Address, with great fluency and point in a very short space of time, in such a manner that his first script required almost no correction.
In 1918 he married Gladys Mary Owers. He is survived by her and also by two sons of the marriage. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1930. 
